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Abstract. Here, we find some necessary conditions for a projective vector field on a
Randers metric to preserve the non-Riemannian quantities Ξ and H. They are known
in the contexts as the C-projective and H-projective vector fields. We find all projective
vector fields of the Funk type metrics on the Euclidean unit ball Bn(1).
Keywords: projective vector field; Randers metric; Funk type metrics; Euclidean unit
ball.
1. Introduction
Beltrami [3] introduced the first examples of projective transformations. The pro-
jective Finsler geometry is much complicated than the projective Riemannian ge-
ometry. This complexity may impresses several projective properties which used to
be proved in projective Riemannian geometry, for example Beltrami’s theorem in
Riemannian geometry states that the projective (i.e., locally projectively flat). Rie-
mannian metrics are exactly those with constant sectional curvature, while this fails
generally within Finsler geometry. This may even affect on the projective algebra
(i.e. the lie algebra of the projective vector fields) proj(M,F ) and its subalgebras.
To trace this, we may refer to the subalgebras of proj(M,F ) [7, 8]. The special
projective algebra sproj(M,F ) consists of the projective vector fields preserving the
Berwald curvature. In [11], it is proved that given any special projective vector field
X on a Randers space (M,F = α+ β) with the navigation data (h,W ), either F is
isotropic S-curvature or X is a conformal vector field for the Riemannian metric h.
This result supports a Lichnerowicz-Obata type theorem for the special projective
vector fields, see [4, 11]. It is guessed that some other Lichnerowicz-Obata type
theorems may be established for our two notable projective subalgebras, namely,
the C-projective and the H-projective algebras. We would like to examine another
subalgebras of proj(M,F ) namely, the C-projective algebra and the H-invariant
projective algebra cproj(M,F ) and hproj(M,F ), respectively. The former is shown
here to be characterized by preserving the Ξ-curvature and the latter is defined by
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preserving the H-curvature. In [9], C-projective vector fields are studied. We prove
the following infinitesimally stated results:
Theorem 1.1. Let us suppose that (M,F = α+β) is a Randers space of dimension
n ≥ 2 and X is a C-projective vector field of (M,F ). Then, at least one of the
statements of (1.1) and (1.2) is held: 1. F is of isotropic S−curvature.or
2. b2α2(LX̂(α2 − β2)− (β2LX̂α2 − α2LX̂β2) = η(α2 − β2),
(1.1)
where η is a polynomial of degree two on TM . 3. LX̂α
2 = λα2.
or
4. (8e00βs0 − 4e200 + e00;0β) = ηα2,
(1.2)
where λ ∈ C∞(M) and η(y) is a polynomials of degree two.
In the following, we investigate a bigger class of C-projective vector fields,
namely, the vector fields which preserve H-curvature.
Theorem 1.2. Let us suppose that (M,F = α + β) be a compact Randers space
of dimension n ≥ 2 and X is a H-projective vector field of (M,F ). Then, at least
one of the statements of (1.3) and (1.4) is held:
1. F is of isotropic S−curvature.
or
2. (α2b4 + β2)LX̂(α2 − β2) + 2b2(α2LX̂β2 − β2LX̂α2)
= η(x, y)(α2 − β2),
(1.3)
where η is a polynomial of degree two on TM and 3. LX̂α
2 = λα2.
or
4. − 192e00βs0 + 96e200 − 19e00;0β = λα2,
(1.4)
where λ ∈ C∞(M) and η(y) is a polynomials of degree two.
Here, we study a bigger class of projective transformation, namely, C-projective
transformation of Randers space. C-projective algebra, i. e, the algebra of
C-projective vector fields on an n-dimensional Finsler space is a sub-algebra of
projective algebra, and its dimension is n(n + 2) at most. Let F = α + β be a
Randers space. We find the conditions for a vector field to be a C-projective vector
field.
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2. Preliminaries
Let M be a smooth and connected manifold of dimension n ≥ 2. TxM denotes
the tangent space of M at x. The tangent bundle of M is the union of tangent
spaces TM :=
⋃
x∈M TxM . We will denote the elements of TM by (x, y) where
y ∈ TxM . Let TM0 = TM \ {0}. The natural projection π : TM0 → M is given
by π(x, y) := x. A Finsler metric on M is a function F : TM → [0,∞) with
the following properties: (i) F is C∞ on TM0, (ii) F is positively 1-homogeneous




2(x, y)]yiyj is positive-definite matrix on TM0. The pair (M,F ) is
then called a Finsler space. Throughout this paper, we denote a Riemannian metric
by α =
√
aij(x)yiyj and a 1-form by β = bi(x)y
i. A globally defined spray G is
induced by F on TM0, which in a standard coordinate (x
i, yi) for TM0 is given
by G = yi ∂∂xi − 2G
i(x, y) ∂∂yi , where G
i(x, y) are local functions on TM0 satisfying




gik{yhF 2xhyk − F
2
xk}.(2.1)







The local functions Gij are coefficients of a connection in the pullback bundle
π∗TM →M which is called the Berwald connection denoted by D. Recall that for















−Gik ∂∂yi . Given a Finsler metric F on an n-dimensional manifold
M , the Busemann-Hausdorff volume form dVF = σF (x)dx
1 · · · dxn is defined by
σF (x) :=
Vol(Bn(1))
Vol{(yi) ∈ Rn | F (yi ∂∂xi |x) < 1}
.




. Given a vector y ∈ TxM , let
γ(t),−ε < t < ε, denote the geodesic with γ(0) = x and γ̇(0) = y. The function
S(x, y) := ddt [τ(γ(t), γ̇(t))]|t=0 is called the S-curvature with respect to Busemann-
Hausdorff volume form. A Finsler space is said to be of isotropic S-curvature if
there is a function c = c(x) defined on M such that S = (n + 1)c(x)F . It is
called a Finsler space of constant S-curvature when c is constant. Let (M,α) be a
Riemannian space and β = bi(x)y
i be a 1-form defined on M such that ‖β‖x :=
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supy∈TxM β(y)/α(y) < 1. The Finsler metric F = α+ β is called a Randers metric
on the manifold M . Denote the geodesic spray coefficients of α and F by Giα and
Gi, respectively. The Levi-Civita covariant derivative of α is denoted by ∇. Define






Levi-Civita connection forms and ∇ denotes its associated covariant derivation of









ihshj , sj := bis
i
j , eij := rij + bisj + bjsi.
Then Gi are given by






where e00 := eijy
iyj , s0 := siy
i, si0 := s
i
jy
j and Giα denote the geodesic coefficients
of α.
Given any Randers space (M,F = α+β), the S-curvature takes the following form:
S = (n+ 1){e00
2F
− s0 − ρ0}(2.4)
where ρ = ln(
√
1− ||β||2α) and ρ0 = ρxiyi. Akbar-Zadeh in [2] studied another non-
Riemannian quantity H-curvature, which is invariant by special projective and C-
projective algebras [15]. At every point x ∈M , Ξy = Ξi(y)dxi andH = Hijdxi⊗dxj











where “.” and “|” denote the vertical and horizontal covariant derivatives, respec-
tively, with respect to the Berwald connection. The quantity Ξ has been introduced
by Zhongmin Shen using the S-curvature, cf. [14, 16]. The above quantities do not
depend on the choice of connection for performing horizontal derivatives and can
be derived for the Finsler metric itself.
The notion of Riemann curvature for Riemann metrics is extended to Finsler
























The family R := {Ry}y∈TM0 is called the Riemann curvature. We define the Ricci
curvature as the trace of Ry, i.e., Ric(x, y) := trace(Ry) = (n− 1)Rmm(y).
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Every vector field X on a manifold M induces naturally an infinitesimal
coordinate transformations on TM given by (xi, yi)→ (xi, yi), given by




Using this coordinates transformation, we may consider the notion of the complete









It is a notable remark on the Lie derivative computations that, LX̂yi = 0 and the
differential operators LX̂ ,
∂
∂xi , exterior differential operator d and
∂
∂yi commute.
The vector field X̂ is called a projective vector field, if there is a function P (called
the projective factor) on TM0 such that LX̂Gi = Pyi, cf. [1]. In this case, given any
appropriate t, the local flow {φt} associated with X is a projective transformation.
A projective vector field is said to be affine if P = 0. It is well-known that every
Killing vector field is affine. Recall that, given any projective vector field X on a
Riemannian space, the projective factor P = P (x, y) is linear with respect to y and
also it is the natural lift of a closed 1-form on M to a function on TM0, while in the
Finslerian setting these issues are non-Riemannian features. Consider the following
conventional definitions of a projective vector field X; X is said to be (cf. [10])
1. special if LX̂E = 0, or equivalently, P (x, y) = Pi(x)yi.
2. C-projective if Pi|j = Pj|i.
3. H-invariant if LX̂H = 0, equivalently, Pjk|l = Pjl|k.
The projective factor P for a projective vector field X on a Riemannian manifold
is simultaneously a special and a C-projective vector field. The following theorem
provides the equivalence conditions of C-projective vector fields [13]:
Theorem 2.1. [13] Let (M,F = α+ β) be a Randers space and V is a projective
vector field V ∈ χ(M). The following statements are equivalent:
1. V is C-projective,
2. LV Ξ = 0,
3. LV Σ = 0.
where Σ = Σijdx





Let V̂ be a projective vector field. We have the following identities for arbitrary
tensors Ti|j and Tij|k [1]:
LX̂Ti|j = (LX̂Ti)|j − (LX̂G
r
i )Tr.j − (LX̂G
r
ij)Tr(2.7)




i )Trj − (LX̂G
r
j)Tir
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3. Projective vector field v.s. Ξ-curvature












where Θi is Θi := si|0 − s0|i.
Using spray coefficients of Randers metric (2.3) and the general formula of hor-
izontal derivatives (2.2) one can obtain the following:
e00|0 = e00;0 −
4e200
F
+ 8e00s0 − 4α(q00 + βt0 + s20)(3.2)







−2α(qi0 + βti + s0si)− 2αi(q00 + βt0 + s20)







−αi(q00 + βt0 + s20)− α(qi0 + βti + s0si)















−αi(qj0 + bjt0 + s0sj)− αj(qi0 + bit0 + s0si)
−α(qij + qji + bitj + bjti + 2sisj)
where “; ” is the covariant derivatives with respect to α.





(−e00;i + 2ei0;0 − 4ei0s0)F 2 − ui(−4(βt0 + s20 + q00)α+ 8s0e00 + e00;0)F
+ 4e200ui + 2ei0e00F + 4F





Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let us suppose X be a C-projective vector field. Then by
Theorem 2.1, we have LX̂Ξi = 0. Suppose LX̂α2 = t00. It is easy to see that every
C-projective vector field is a projective vector field and every projective vector field
of F = α + β, is a projective vector field of α (see [12]), then there is a projective
factor η = η(x, y) which is linear with respect to y. By using the Lie identity of
(2.7) we obtain:
LX̂ei0;0 = (LX̂ei0);0 − 2e00ηi − 3ei0η
LX̂e00;i = (LX̂e00);0 − 4e00ηi − 2ei0η
LX̂e00;0 = (LX̂e00);0 − 8e00η(3.3)
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+ 2Fe00LX̂ei0 + 6F
2LX̂FAi0 +






+ 4F 2α(LX̂bit0 + LX̂bit0 + LX̂s0si + s0LX̂si + LX̂qi0) + 2ei0e00LX̂F
− 8FLX̂Fs0ei0 + s0LX̂Fuie00 + 8Fs0e00LX̂ui +
+ 8Fuie00LX̂s0 + 8Fuis0LX̂e00
− 4Fuiα(LX̂βt0 + 2s0LX̂s0 + LX̂t0β + LX̂q00) +
+ 2F 3LX̂Ai0 + 2FLX̂Fe00;i




))(bit0 + s0si + qi0) +
+ F 2(LX̂e00);i − 2ηie00 − 3ηei0)
− 2F 2(LX̂ei0);0 − 4ηie00 − 2ηei0)− 4e
2
00LX̂ui)
= −2F 4(Rati + αIrrati)
where Rati = A0 +A2α
2 +A4α
4 +A6α




and the terms A0, · · · , A6 are respectively given in Appendix 1.
A0 = 8e00t00β
2s0yi − 4e200t00yiβ + e00;0t00β2yi
A1 = −2t00(8e00βs0yi − 4e200yi + e00;0βyi)
The equation (3.4) is equivalent to Rati = 0 and Irrati = 0, (i = 1, ..., n).
The system of equations Rati = 0 and Irrati = 0 is itself equivalent to the system
of equations Rati − βIrrati = 0 and Irrati = 0. By using Maple, we obtain the
followings:
Rati − βIrrati =
= (α2 − β2)
{[
− 32LX̂βbit0 − 40LX̂βs0si − 24LX̂biβt0 + 8LX̂bis
2
0
−16LX̂s0βsi + 16LX̂s0bis0 − 16LX̂siβs0 + 8LX̂t0βbi − 24ai0LX̂β
+8ei0LX̂s0 − 8ei0η − 12LX̂ai0β + 8LX̂ei0s0 − 24LX̂βq0i − 16LX̂βqi0






2 − 64e00LX̂βbis0 − 16e00LX̂biβs0 − 16e00LX̂s0βbi
+16e00βbiη + 40ei0(LX̂β)βs0 + 8ei0LX̂s0β
2 − 8ei0β2η − 4LX̂ai0β
3
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−16LX̂e00βbis0 + 8LX̂ei0β








− 28t00βs0si + 20t00bis20 − 24ai0t00β + 8e200LX̂bi − 16e00ei0LX̂β
+16e00LX̂e00bi − 4e00LX̂ei0β − 16e00LX̂s0yi − 16e00LX̂yis0
+16e00ηyi − 8e00;0LX̂βbi − 2e00;0LX̂biβ − 10e00;i(LX̂β)β − 4ei0LX̂e00β
+20ei0t00s0 + 20ei0;0(LX̂β)β − 16LX̂e00s0yi − 2LX̂e00;0βbi − 2LX̂e00;iβ
2
+4LX̂ei0;0β
2 + 32LX̂βq00yi + 8LX̂q00βyi + 8LX̂yiβq00 − 12t00βq0i
−16t00βqi0 + 20t00biq00 − 2e00;0LX̂yi − 5e00;it00 + 10ei0;0t00 − 2LX̂e00;0yi
]
α2




00t00bi − 24e00t00s0yi − 3e00;0t00yi
}
+ 12e200{[(−2βbi + 2yi)LX̂β + bit00]α
2 − yit00β}
By the above equation, for any point x ∈M , the irreducible polynomial α2−β2
divides e00 or [(−2βbi+2yi)LX̂β+ bit00]α2−yit00β. In the first case, for a function
c ∈ C∞(M), e00 = 2c(x)(α2 − β2) which means that F is of isotropic S-curvature.
In the second case, we have
[(−2βbi + 2yi)LX̂β + bit00]α
2 − yit00β = ηi(x, y)(α2 − β2)(3.4)




2 − β2)− (β2LX̂α
2 − α2LX̂β
2) = η(x, y)(α2 − β2)
where η = ηi(x, y)b
i is a polynomial of degree two on TM .
By Irrati = 0, we have LX̂α2 = σ(x)α2 which means that X̂ is a conformal
vector field of α, or α2 divides (8e00βs0yi − 4e200yi + e00;0βyi). By contracting it
with bi, we obtain
(8e00βs0 − 4e200 + e00;0β) = λ(x, y)α2
where λ(x, y) is a polynomial of degree two.
Example 3.1. Let M = R2 and F (x, y, u, v) =
√
u2 + v2 + au+ bv, where a, b ∈ R
and a2 + b2 < 1. Since F is Berwaldian, S = 0 and Ξ = 0, i.e., every projective
vector field is a C-projective vector field. Let V = x ∂∂x + y
∂
∂y . Then by a dircet
calculation, we have LX̂α2 = 2α2 and LX̂β = β. If we substitute them in (3.4) we
obtain:
[(−2biβ + 2yi)β + 2biα2]α2 − 2yiα2β = ηi(x, y)(α2 − β2)(3.5)
By contracting (4.4) with yi we have η(x, y) = 2βα2. In this case all of the condi-
tions Theorem 1.1 is held.
Here we make an example which satiesfies condition 1 and 3 of Theorem 1.1.
Example 3.2. Let M = B2(1) open ball on R2 and let F be Funk metric as:
θ =
√
|y|2 − |x|2|y|2+ < x, y >2
1− |x|2
+
< x, y >
1− |x|2
(3.6)
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By [6] one can see that Funk metric is of constant S-curvature S = 12θ. It is easy




1−|x|2 . By direct calculation we have
LV̂ (β) = − < a, y >(3.7)
where β := <x,y>1−|x|2 . So conditions 1 and 3 of Theorem 1.1 hold. Here, we examine
condition 2 and 4. Since sj = 0 and F is of constant S-curvature, we have r00 =
α2 − β2. By taking the covariant derivative with respect to α, we have
r00;0 = −2β(α2 − β2).(3.8)




2|y|2(1− |x|2)+ < x, y >2
}
= (|y|2(1− |x|2)+ < x, y >2)λ(x, y)
but λ(x, y) should be a polynomial of degree 2, which is a contradiction. Now we
consider condition 2. Since LV̂ α2 = 0, condition 2 reduces to
α2(1− b2)LV̂ β
2 = η(x, y)(α2 − β2)
Then by substituting b2 = |x|2 and LV̂ β2 we have
−2 < a, y >< x, y > {|y|2 + < x, y >
2
1− |y|2
} = |y|2ηV (x, y)(3.9)
where ηV is a polynomial of degree two. If we write the extended form of (3.9) we
have














1 + 2a12(x)y1y2 + a22y
2
2)




1x2 = 0, i.e.
a = 0 which is contradition. Therefore, there is not any η(x, y) to applies condition
2.
Here we make an example which satisfies condition 2 and 3 of Theorem 1.1.
Example 3.3. Let α be the Bergman metric on D = {x ∈ R2N : |x| < 1} and
f = 12 ln(1 − |x|
2) be the potential of α, and J be the complex structure. B. Chen
and L. Zhao [5] proved Randers metric
Fε(x, y) =
√
α(y, y) + df(εy − Jy), ε 6= 0
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is of scalar flag curvature and neither projectively flat nor of isotropic S-curvature.
That is the condition 1 of Theorem 1.1 is not held. Let V̂ be a Killing vector field
of F , i. e. condition 2 and 3 are established automatically. By [5] we have




j + fjk), r00 + 2s0β = 0
e00(ε) = 2εβ(β + εf0), e00;0(ε) = 4εβf0(β + εf0 + f0)(3.10)
By substituting (3.10) in condition 4 Theorem 1.1, we find out that the term
4εβ2(−3f0(β + εf0) + f20 − 4ε(β + εf0)2)(3.11)
should be a multiple of α2, which is impossible. Thus condition 4 is not true.
4. Projective vector fields vs. H-projective


















By substituting (3.2) in (4.1) we obtain:
Proof of Theorem 1.2 Let us suppose X be a H-invariant vector field, i. e.
LX̂Hij = 0 Suppose LX̂α2 = t00, then by using Maple program and using equations
(4.1), (3.2) and (3.3) we obtain the following:
Hij = −2F 4(Ratij + αIrratij)(4.2)
where Ratij = A0 + A2α
2 + · · · + A10α10 and Irratij = A9α8 + · · · + A1 and the
terms A0, · · · , A10 are respectively given in Appendix 2.
A1 = 3t00βyiyj(−40e00βs0 + 16e200 − 5e00;0β)(4.3)
The equation (4.2) is equivalent to Ratij = 0 and Irratij = 0. The system of
equations Ratij = 0 and Irratij = 0 is itself equivalent to the system of equations
Ratij − βIrratij = 0 and Irratij = 0. By using Maple we obtain the followings:
Ratij − βIrratij =
= (α2 − β2)
{[
− 2(LX̂bitj + LX̂bjti + 2LX̂sisj + 2LX̂sjsi + LX̂tibj




12LX̂ββbitj + 12LX̂ββbjti + 40LX̂ββsisj
−72LX̂βbibjt0 − 44LX̂βbis0sj − 44LX̂βbjs0si − 10ei0LX̂βsj − 20eijLX̂βs0
−10ej0LX̂βsi + 20LX̂ββqij + 20LX̂ββqji − 24LX̂βbiq0j − 12LX̂βbiqj0
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+4aijLX̂βt0 + 8aijLX̂s0s0
+4aijLX̂t0β − 4e00LX̂bisj − 4e00LX̂bjsi
−4e00LX̂sibj − 4e00LX̂sjbi + 4e00biηj
+4e00bjηi − 6ei0LX̂bjs0 − 6ei0LX̂s0bj + 6ei0LX̂sjβ + 2LX̂tjβyi + 2LX̂tjβyj
+2LX̂yiβtj − 2LX̂yibjt0 + 4LX̂yis0sj + 4LX̂yisjt0
−6ei0βηj + 6ei0bjη + 12eijLX̂s0β
−12eijβη − 6ej0LX̂bis0 − 6ej0LX̂s0bi + 6ej0LX̂siβ
−6ej0βηi + 6ej0biη + 4LX̂aijβt0
−4LX̂e00bisj − 4LX̂e00bjsi + 6LX̂ei0βsj + 4LX̂aijβt0 + 12eijLX̂s0β
−6LX̂ei0bjs0 + 12LX̂eijβs0 + 6LX̂ej0βsi







0 + 2LX̂βtjyi + 8LX̂biβq0j + 4LX̂biβqj0
−8LX̂bibjq00 − 2LX̂bit0yj + 8LX̂bjβq0i
+4LX̂bjβqi0 − 8LX̂bjbiq00 − 2LX̂bjt0yi
−8LX̂q00bibj + 8LX̂q0iβbj + 8LX̂q0jβbi + 4LX̂qi0βbj + 4LX̂qj0βbi + 4LX̂sis0yj
+4LX̂sit0yj + 4LX̂sjs0yi + 4LX̂sjt0yi − 2LX̂t0biyj − 2LX̂t0bjyi + 4LX̂t0siyj
+4LX̂t0sjyi + 2LX̂yjβti − 2LX̂yjbit0 + 4LX̂yjs0si + 4LX̂yjsit0 − 2(LX̂ej0);0bi





+5t00qij + 5t00qji − 6LX̂qjiβ
2 + 4aijLX̂q00
−2e00LX̂eij − 2ei0;0LX̂bj − 2eijLX̂e00
−2ej0;0LX̂bi + 4LX̂aijq00 − 2LX̂ei0;0bj
+6LX̂eij;0β + 4LX̂s0βbjsi − 16LX̂s0bibjs0
+12LX̂siβbjs0 + 8LX̂siβbjt0 + 12LX̂sjβbis0
+8LX̂βbisjt0 + 8LX̂βbjsit0 − 8LX̂biβbjt0
+12LX̂biβs0sj + 8LX̂biβsjt0 − 8LX̂bjβbit0
+12LX̂bjβs0si + 8LX̂bjβsit0 + 4LX̂s0βbisj
+8LX̂sjβbit0 − 8LX̂t0βbibj + 8LX̂t0βbisj





12ei0;0LX̂ββbj − 26eijt00βs0 + 36ej0LX̂βs0yi
















+12ej0;0LX̂ββbi − 28LX̂ββq0iyj − 24LX̂ββq0jyi
+8LX̂ββqi0yj + 8LX̂ββqj0yi + 44LX̂βbiq00yj
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+44LX̂βbjq00yi − 12t00βbiq0j − 6t00βbiqj0
−18t00βbjq0i − 6t00βbjqi0 − 7t00βtiyj − 7t00βtjyi
+28t00bibjq00 − 13t00bit0yj − 13t00bjt0yi





−24aijLX̂ββq00 − 14aijt00βt0 − 56e00ei0LX̂βbj
+12e00eijLX̂ββ − 56e00ej0LX̂βbi + 24e00LX̂βsiyj
+24e00LX̂βsjyi + 14e00t00bisj + 14e00t00bjsi
−14e00;0LX̂βbibj + 24ei0ej0LX̂ββ + 36ei0LX̂βs0yj
−13ei0t00βsj + 21ei0t00bjs0 + 28LX̂ββbit0yj
+28LX̂ββbjt0yi + 12ej0;0LX̂βyi + 7ej0;0t00bi






+4aije00;0LX̂β − 14aijt00q00 + 7e00eijt00














+8e00ej0LX̂yi + 8e00LX̂ei0yj + 8e00LX̂ej0yi
−2e00;0LX̂aijβ + 2e00;0LX̂biyj + 2e00;0LX̂bjyi

















−4ej0;0LX̂yiβ + 8ej0LX̂e00yi + 2LX̂e00;0biyj
+2(LX̂e00);0bjyi − 4LX̂ei0;0βyj − 4LX̂ej0;0βyi











−2aijLX̂e00;0β + 8e00ei0LX̂yj + 16e00LX̂biβbjs0
+16e00LX̂bjβbis0 + 16e00LX̂s0βbibj − 16e00βbibjη
+12t00βbisjt0 + 12t00βbjsit0 + 16LX̂e00βbibjs0
+8LX̂ββsit0yj + 8LX̂ββsjt0yi − 8LX̂s0βbis0yj
−8LX̂s0βbjs0yi + 36ei0LX̂ββbjs0 + 36ej0LX̂ββbis0
−24LX̂ββs0siyj − 24LX̂ββs0sjyi − 20t00βbibjt0 − 30t00βbis0sj
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−30t00βbjs0si + 24e00LX̂ββbisj



















































0yj + 8e00LX̂ei0βbj + 8e00LX̂ej0βbi
+16e00LX̂bis0yj + 16e00LX̂bjs0yi + 16e00LX̂s0biyj
+16e00LX̂s0bjyi − 8e00LX̂siβyj − 8e00LX̂sjβyi
−8e00LX̂yiβsj + 16e00LX̂yibjs0 − 8e00LX̂yjβsi
+16e00LX̂yjbis0 + 8e00βηiyj + 8e00βηjyi − 16e00biηyj
−16e00bjηyi + 2e00;0LX̂biβbj − 4LX̂yjβbis
2
0
−8aije00LX̂s0β + 16aije00βη − 16aijLX̂e00βs0
+8e00ei0LX̂bjβ + 2(LX̂e00);0βbibj
−12LX̂ei0βs0yj − 12LX̂ej0βs0yi − 8LX̂βt0yiyj
−4LX̂biβq00yj − 4LX̂bjβq00yi
−4LX̂q00βbiyj − 4LX̂q00βbjyi − 16LX̂s0s0yiyj
−8LX̂t0βyiyj + 2e00;0LX̂bjβbi
+8ei0LX̂e00βbj − 12ei0LX̂s0βyj − 12ei0LX̂yjβs0
+12ei0βηyj + 8ej0LX̂e00βbi
−12ej0LX̂s0βyi − 12ej0LX̂yiβs0 + 12ej0βηyi
+8e00ej0LX̂biβ + 16LX̂e00bjs0yi
−16e00LX̂aijβs0 − 24e00LX̂e00bibj − 4LX̂yiβbjq00
−8LX̂yiβt0yj − 4LX̂yjβbiq00
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+
[
− ei0t00β3sj − 2eijt00β3s0 − 9e00;0t00bjyi
+10ei0;0t00βyj + 10ej0;0t00βyi − t00β3tiyj









−ej0t00β3si − 2aijt00β3t0 − 2aijt00β2s20
−96βe200LX̂βbibj − eijLX̂LX̂0t00β
3
−18aije200t00 − 16e200LX̂yiyj − 16e
2
00LX̂yjyi
+36t00βt0yiyj − 6t00βbjq00yi + t00β2bit0yj
+t00β
2bjt0yi − 6t00βbis20yj − 6t00βbjs20yi







−72e00t00bis0yj − 72e00t00bjs0yi − e00;0t00βbibj
+30ei0t00βs0yj + 30ej0t00βs0yi
























2 + (((−48biyj − 48bjyi)t00 − 96yiyjLX̂β)e
2
00














By above equation, for any point x ∈ M , the irreducible polynomial (α2 − β2)
divides e00, or irreducible polynomial (α
2 − β2) divides last equation. In the first
case, for a function c ∈ C∞(M), e00 = 2c(x)(α2 − β2) which means that F is of
isotropic S-curvature. In the second case, the irreducible polynomial (α2 − β2)
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divides:
[(−2βbibj + 2biyj + 2bjyi)LX̂β + bibjt00]α2
−2yiyjβLX̂β − [(biyj + bjyi)β − yiyj ]t00
By contracting previous equation with bibj we obtain
(α2b4 + β2)LX̂(α
2 − β2) + 2b2(α2LX̂β
2 − β2LX̂α
2) = η(x, y)(α2 − β2)
where η(x, y) is a quadratic form.




βt00yiyj(−192e00βs0 + 96e200 − 19e00;0β)
In this case, LX̂α2 = σ(x)α2 which means that X̂ is a Killing vector field of α, or
α2 divides −192e00βs0 + 96e200 − 19e00;0β. We have
−192e00βs0 + 96e200 − 19e00;0β = λ(x, y)α2
where λ(x, y) is a quadratic form.
Example 4.1. Let M = R2 and F (x, y, u, v) =
√
u2 + v2 + au + bv, as it defined
in Example 4.1. Then by the same argument, one can see the condition 1, 2 and 3
of Theorem 1.2 are held. If we substitute LX̂α2 = 2α2 and LX̂β = β in 4 we have:
[(α2b4 + β2)(2α2 − β2) = η2(x, y)(α2 − β2)(4.4)
which means that η(x, y) = 2(α2b4+β2). In this case, all of the conditions Theorem
2.1 hold.
Here we give an example which satisfies condition 1 and 3 of Theorem 2.1.
Example 4.2. Let (θ,M) be the Funk metric as Example 3.2, i. e. condition 1




48|y|2(1− |x|2) + 19 < x, y >2
}
= (|y|2(1− |x|2)+ < x, y >2)λ(x, y)
but λ(x, y) should be a polynomial of degree 2, which is a contradiction. Now we
consider condition 2. Since LV̂ α2 = 0, condition 2 is reduced to
(2b2α2 − b4α2 − beta2)LV̂ β
2 = η(x, y)(α2 − β2)





|x|2 < x, y >2
(1− |x|2)2




×(−2 < x, y >< a, y >) = |y|2η(x, y)(4.5)
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1 − 3x22 + a2x2(x22 − 3x21) = 0
which means that a = 0, which is a contradiction. Therefore, there is not any η(x, y)
to applies condition 2.
Here we make an example which satisfies condition 2 and 3 of Theorem 1.2.
Example 4.3. We consider Theorem 1.2 for Bergman metric. As we see in Exam-
ple 3.3, conditions 2 and 3 are established automatically for a Killing vector field of
F and the condition 1 of Theorem 1.1 do not hold. Then by substituting (3.10) in
condition 4, we find out that the term
εβ2(77f0(β + εf0)− 19f0 + 96ε(β + εf0)2)(4.6)
a should be a multiple of α2, which is impossible. Thus condition 4, does not exist.
5. C-projective vector fields of Funk type Finsler metrics
Let M be a bounded convex in Rn and θ be the Funk type Finsler metric on
M , i.e.,
θxk = θθyk(5.1)




i. Thus, every Funk type Finsler metric is locally projectively flat. It is
easy to see that every Funk type Finsler metric is also of constant flag curvature
K = − 14 . We are going to characterize all projective vector fields of Funk type
Finsler metrics.
Theorem 5.1. Let V = V i ∂∂xi be a vector field on M . Then the complete lift
of V , i.e., V̂ is a projective vector field of (M, θ) if and only if there is a 1-form
η := ηt(x)y













∂yi is a projective vector field of (M, θ).
Then by [1], V̂ is a projective vector field if and only if there exsits a function
P (x, y) satisfying
[V̂ , G] = Pyi.(5.3)
By a direct calculation, we have
[V̂ , G] = (Qyi −Ai) ∂
∂yi
,(5.4)
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i = yjyk ∂
2V i
∂xk∂xj
. Comparing (5.3) with (5.4), we
get
Qyi −Ai = Pyi(5.5)




= (Ps −Qs)yi + (P −Q)δis(5.6)




= (Pst −Qst)yi + (Ps −Qs)δit + (Pt −Qt)δis(5.7)
By differentiating (5.7) with respect to yr we have
(Prst −Qrst)yi + (Pst −Qst)δir + (Psr −Qsr)δit + (Ptr −Qtr)δis = 0(5.8)
Let i = r in (5.8), then we have (n+ 1)(Pst −Qst) = 0, which means that
P = Q+ ηj(x)y
j ,(5.9)






















Thus if V̂ is a projective vector field of the Funk type metric θ, then there is a
1-form ηt(x) which satisfies (5.12).
The converse is trivial.
Theorem 5.2. Let θ be a Funk type metric on a bounded convex domain M in
Rn. Then V = V i ∂∂xi is a projective vector field of θ if and only if V
i’s are given
by
V i = xi < a, x > +Qijx
j + ci,(5.13)
where a, c = (c1, · · · , cn) ∈ Rn are two fixed vectors, (Qij) is a fixed n×n real matrix
and < . > is the Euclidean inner product on Rn. 1
[V̂ , G] = PY
where
P = −2 < a, y > −θxk(xk < a, x > +Qkjxj + ck)
−θyk(yk < a, x > +xk < a, y > +Qkj yj).
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Proof. By [12] the maximum degree of projective vector fields is n(n+ 2), thus the
projective vector field of Funk type metrics are exactly as (5.13)
Appendix 1
A0 = 8e00t00β
2s0yi − 4e200t00yiβ + e00;0t00β2yi
A1 = −2t00(8e00βs0yi − 4e200yi + e00;0βyi)















+12e200t00bi − 8e00ei0t00β + 16e00LX̂e00βyi
−24e00t00s0yi − 8e00;0(LX̂β)βyi − 2e00;0LX̂yiβ
2
−4e00;0t00βbi − 5e00;it00β2 + 10ei0;0t00β2
−2LX̂e00;0β














+20ei0;0t00β − 10e00;it00β − 4LX̂e00;0yiβ
−2ei0β3η + 24e200LX̂βbi − 12t00β
2q0i

















3 + 8e200LX̂yi − 64e00LX̂βbis0β
+16LX̂s0β














2s0 − 32e00LX̂yiβs0 − 16e00LX̂s0β
2bi
−32e00LX̂s0βyis0 − 16e00LX̂y
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+32LX̂βq00yi + 20t00biq00 − 16e00ei0LX̂β
−72Ai0LX̂ββ
2 − 8e00;0LX̂βbi
+(40ei0;0LX̂β)β − 36Ai0t00β − 20e00;i(LX̂β)β
























3 − 2e00;0LX̂yi + 8e
2
00LX̂bi
−5e00;it00 − 2LX̂e00;0yi − 6LX̂e00;iβ
2
+12LX̂ei0;0β
2 + 10ei0;0t00 + 32LX̂s0βs0yi









A5 = −36e00ηiβ − 6ei0ηβ + 8LX̂yiβt0 −









+32LX̂βbiq00 − 48(LX̂β)βq0i + 16e00biη
−24t00bit0 − 24t00s0si − 16e00LX̂bis0
−16LX̂e00bis0 + 16LX̂t0β
2bi + 8LX̂βt0yi
+16(LX̂s0)s0yi + 8LX̂t0βyi + 40ei0LX̂βs0
−32LX̂biβ
2t0 + 16LX̂biq00β + 16LX̂q00biβ




0 + 8LX̂yiq00 − 2e00;0LX̂bi
+8LX̂q00yi − 10e00;iLX̂β
−2LX̂e00;0bi − 12t00qi0 − 6LX̂e00;iβ + 12LX̂ei0;0β
−24LX̂Ai0β
2 + 20ei0;0LX̂β − 12Ai0t00
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−80LX̂β)βs0si − 32LX̂βbit0β + 32LX̂s0βbis0
A6 = −32LX̂βbit0 − 40LX̂βs0si − 40LX̂biβt0
+8LX̂bis
2
0 − 24LX̂s0βsi + 16LX̂s0bis0
−24LX̂siβs0 + 8LX̂t0βbi − 24Ai0LX̂β
−12e00ηi + 8ei0LX̂s0 − 2ei0η − 16LX̂Ai0β
+8LX̂ei0s0 − 24LX̂βq0i − 16LX̂βqi0 + 8LX̂biq00 + 8LX̂q00bi
−24LX̂qi0β − 2LX̂e00;i + 4LX̂ei0;0






























































A3 = −eij;0t00β4 − 8t00β2biq00yj − 8t00β2bjq00yi + 6t00β3s0siyj
+6t00β
3s0sjyi − 8t00β2bis20yj




0yiyj − 44e00ei0t00βyj − 44e00ej0t00βyi
−22e00;0LX̂ββyiyj − 11e00;0t00βbiyj
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−2eijt00β4s0 − t00β4tiyj − t00β4tjyi + ei0;0t00β3bj
+ej0;0t00β
3bi − 4t00β3q0iyj − 2aijt00β3q00
−2aijt00β4t0 − 2aijt00β3s20 + 12t00β3qi0yj
+12t00β






































0yi + 72aije00t00βs0 − 56e00ei0LX̂ββyj
−36e00ei0t00βbj − 56e00ej0LX̂ββyi













0yiyj − 160e00LX̂βs0yiyj + 36e00t00βsiyj
+36e00t00βsjyi − 72e00t00bis0yj
−72e00t00bjs0yi − 14e00;0LX̂ββbiyj − 14e00;0LX̂ββbjyi
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−9e00;0t00βbibj + 54ei0t00βs0yj
+54ej0t00βs0yi + 56LX̂ββq00yiyj + 18t00βbiq00yj
+18t00βbjq00yi + 4LX̂s0β
3bjs0yi




































−24e00LX̂e00βbiyj − 24e00LX̂e00βbjyi + 44e00LX̂s0βyiyj
+56e00LX̂yiβs0yj − 2t00β
3bjq0i
−26t00β2q0iyj − 18t00β2q0jyi + 18t00β2qi0yj
+18t00β



































































































−18aijt00β2s20 − 18e00;0LX̂βyiyj − 9e00;0t00biyj
−9e00;0t00bjyi + 18ei0;0t00βyj + 18ej0;0t00βyi
−9t00β3tiyj − 9t00β3tjyi − 28aije200LX̂ββ
+4aije00;0LX̂ββ

















3qji − 28aije200LX̂β − 21eij;0t00β
2
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+72ej0LX̂ββs0yi + 45ej0t00βbis0 + 32LX̂ββbiq00yj
+32LX̂ββbjq00yi + 40LX̂ββt0yiyj
+28t00βbibjq00 + 3t00βbit0yj + 3t00βbjt0yi






















+32e00LX̂bjβs0yi + 32e00LX̂s0βbiyj + 32e00LX̂s0βbjyi
+32e00LX̂yiβbjs0 + 32e00LX̂yjβbis0














0 + 96aije00LX̂ββs0 − 56e00ei0LX̂ββbj
−56e00ej0LX̂ββbi + 48e00LX̂ββsiyj
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−24aijLX̂e00β






























2yi + 16e00LX̂ej0βyi + 20e00LX̂s0yiyj
+24e00LX̂yis0yj + 24e00LX̂yjs0yi
−24e00ηyiyj + 4e00;0LX̂biβyj + 4e00;0LX̂bjβyi





















+16ej0LX̂e00βyi + 24LX̂e00s0yiyj + 4(LX̂e00);0βbiyj
+4(LX̂e00);0βbjyi − 16LX̂q00βyiyj − 16LX̂yiβq00yj
−16LX̂yjβq00yi + 16e00ei0LX̂yjβ












































−12t00β2biq0j − 6t00β2biqj0 − 20t00β2bjq0i
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+8aije00;0LX̂ββ − 30aijt00βq00 − 56e00ei0LX̂βyj
−32e00ei0t00bj + 15e00eijt00β − 56e00ej0LX̂βyi
−32e00ej0t00bi + 16e00t00siyj + 16e00t00sjyi − 14e00;0LX̂βbiyj
−14e00;0LX̂βbjyi − 8e00;0t00bibj
+30ei0ej0t00β + 24ei0t00s0yj + 24ei0;0LX̂ββyj
+15ei0;0t00βbj + 24ej0t00s0yi + 24ej0;0LX̂ββyi
+15ej0;0t00βbi + 56LX̂βq00yiyj − 40t00βq0iyj















+4aije00;0LX̂β − 14aijt00q00 + 7e00eijt00 + 14ei0ej0t00
+12ei0;0LX̂βyj + 7ei0;0t00bj − 19eij;0t00β








































2 − 12e200LX̂bibj − 12e
2
00LX̂bjbi
−6ei0;0LX̂yjβ − 6ej0;0LX̂yiβ + 2LX̂e00;0biyj
+2LX̂e00;0bjyi − 6LX̂ei0;0βyj − 6LX̂ej0;0βyi











+8aije00LX̂e00 − 3aijLX̂e00;0β + 8e00ei0LX̂yj
+8e00ej0LX̂yi + 8e00LX̂ei0yj + 8e00LX̂ej0yi
−3e00;0aijβ + 2e00;0LX̂biyj + 2e00;0LX̂bjyi
+2e00;0LX̂yibj + 2e00;0LX̂yjbi + 8ei0LX̂e00yj




+32e00LX̂biβbjs0 + 32e00LX̂bjβbis0 + 32e00LX̂s0βbibj
−32e00βbibjη + 20t00βbisjt0 + 20t00βbjsit0











































































+16e00LX̂yjbis0 + 12e00βηiyj + 12e00βηjyi
−16e00biηyj − 16e00bjηyi + 4e00;0LX̂biβbj
+4e00;0LX̂bjβbi − 12aije00LX̂s0β + 24aije00βη







2biyj − 16LX̂s0s0yiyj − 8LX̂t0βyiyj
−10LX̂yiβbjq00 − 8LX̂yiβt0yj + 16ei0LX̂e00βbj
−18ei0LX̂s0βyj − 18ei0LX̂yjβs0 + 18ei0βηyj
+16ej0LX̂e00βbi − 18ej0LX̂s0βyi − 18ej0LX̂yiβs0
+18ej0βηyi − 12LX̂e00βsiyj − 12LX̂e00βsjyi
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+16e00ej0LX̂biβ − 24e00aijβs0 − 24e00LX̂e00bibj
+16e00LX̂ei0βbj + 16e00LX̂ej0βbi + 16e00LX̂bis0yj
+16e00LX̂bjs0yi + 16e00LX̂s0biyj
+16e00LX̂s0bjyi − 12e00LX̂siβyj − 12e00LX̂sjβyi
−12e00LX̂yiβsj + 16e00LX̂yibjs0 − 10LX̂yjβbiq00
−8LX̂yjβt0yi + 6t00sit0yj + 6t00sjt0yi
+16LX̂e00bis0yj + 16LX̂e00bjs0yi + 4LX̂e00;0βbibj
−18LX̂ei0βs0yj − 18LX̂ej0βs0yi − 8LX̂βt0yiyj

























3 − 8ei0β3ηj + 16eijLX̂s0β
3
−16eijβ3η + 8ej0LX̂siβ






+21ei0t00bjs0 + 24ei0;0LX̂ββbj − 38eijt00βs0























+44LX̂βbjq00yi − 24t00βbiq0j − 12t00βbiqj0
−34t00βbjq0i − 12t00βbjqi0 − 7t00βtiyj − 7t00βtjyi
+28t00bibjq00 − 13t00bit0yj − 13t00bjt0yi





− 48aijLX̂ββq00 − 14aijt00βt0 − 56e00ei0LX̂βbj
+24e00eijLX̂ββ − 56e00ej0LX̂βbi + 24e00LX̂βsiyj
+24e00LX̂βsjyi + 14e00t00bisj + 14e00t00bjsi
−14e00;0LX̂βbibj + 48ei0ej0LX̂ββ + 36ei0LX̂βs0yj
−19ei0t00βsj + 24ej0;0LX̂ββbi − 56LX̂ββq0iyj
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+12ei0;0LX̂βbj − 12eijt00s0 − 30eij;0LX̂ββ − 6ej0t00si
+12ej0;0LX̂βbi − 28LX̂βq0iyj − 24LX̂βq0jyi
+15t00βqij + 15t00βqji − 12t00biq0j − 6t00biqj0














+8e00LX̂ej0bi − 4e00LX̂siyj − 4e00LX̂sjyi
−4e00LX̂yisj − 4e00LX̂yjsi + 4e00ηiyj + 4e00ηjyi
+2e00;0LX̂bibj + 2e00;0LX̂bjbi + 8ei0LX̂e00bj
−12ei0LX̂ej0β − 6ei0LX̂s0yj − 6ei0LX̂yjs0


















+8ej0LX̂e00bi − 12ej0LX̂ei0β − 6ej0LX̂s0yi − 6ej0LX̂yis0
+6ej0ηyi − 6ej0;0LX̂biβ + 12LX̂aijβq00
−4LX̂e00siyj − 4LX̂e00sjyi + 2LX̂e00;0bibj
−6LX̂ei0s0yj − 6LX̂ei0;0βbj − 6LX̂ej0s0yi
−6LX̂ej0;0βbi − 2LX̂βqi0yj − 2LX̂βqj0yi − 6LX̂biq00yj
−6LX̂bjq00yi − 6LX̂q00biyj − 6LX̂q00bjyi








0 − 4aije00LX̂s0 + 8aije00η − 8aijLX̂e00s0
+12aijLX̂q00β + 8e00ei0LX̂bj + 8e00ej0LX̂bi
−8e00LX̂aijs0 + 8e00LX̂ei0bj − 6e00LX̂eijβ
+12LX̂yiβq0j − 2LX̂yiβqj0 − 6LX̂yibjq00 + 12LX̂yjβq0i
−2LX̂yjβqi0 − 6LX̂yjbiq00 − 6eijLX̂e00β
−32LX̂s0βbibjs0 + 16LX̂ββbisjt0 + 16LX̂ββbjsit0
−88LX̂ββbibjt0 − 88LX̂ββbis0sj − 88LX̂ββbjs0si
+16e00LX̂s0bibj − 12e00LX̂siβbj
−12e00LX̂sjβbi + 12e00βbiηj + 12e00βbjηi − 16e00bibjη
+10LX̂siβs0yj − 18ei0LX̂bjβs0
−18ei0LX̂s0βbj + 18ei0βbjη − 18ej0LX̂biβs0
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−18ej0LX̂s0βbi + 18ej0βbiη − 12LX̂e00βbisj







−12e00LX̂biβsj + 16e00LX̂bibjs0 − 12e00LX̂bjβsi
+16e00LX̂bjbis0 − 14LX̂yiβbjt0 + 10LX̂yiβs0sj
+12LX̂yiβsjt0 − 14LX̂yjβbit0 + 10LX̂yjβs0si
+12LX̂yjβsit0 + 8LX̂βsit0yj + 8LX̂βsjt0yi
−16LX̂biβbjq00 − 14LX̂biβt0yj − 16LX̂bjβbiq00
−14LX̂bjβt0yi − 16LX̂q00βbibj
−2LX̂s0βsiyj − 2LX̂s0βsjyi − 12LX̂s0bis0yj − 12LX̂s0bjs0yi
+8t00bisjt0 + 8t00bjsit0 + 12LX̂siβt0yj
+10LX̂sjβs0yi + 12LX̂sjβt0yi − 14LX̂t0β(biyj + bjyi)








































0 − 12aijLX̂ββt0 + 24e00LX̂βbisj
+24e00LX̂βbjsi − 30ei0LX̂ββsj + 36ei0LX̂βbjs0
−60eijLX̂ββs0 − 30ej0LX̂ββsi + 36ej0LX̂βbis0
−48LX̂ββbiq0j − 24LX̂ββbiqj0 − 56LX̂ββbjq0i
−24LX̂ββbjqi0 − 6LX̂ββtiyj − 6LX̂ββtjyi
+56LX̂βbibjq00 − 28LX̂βbit0yj − 28LX̂βbjt0yi − 34LX̂βs0siyj
−34LX̂βs0sjyi + 9t00βbitj
+9t00βbjti + 30t00βsisj − 40t00bibjt0 − 26t00bjs0si
A8 = −20eijLX̂βs0 − 10ej0LX̂βsi + 30LX̂ββqij
+30LX̂ββqji − 24LX̂βbiq0j − 12LX̂βbiqj0
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+6LX̂tjβ
2bj + 4aijLX̂βt0 + 8aijLX̂s0s0 + 4aijLX̂t0β − 4e00;0LX̂bisj
−4e00;0LX̂bjsi − 4e00;0LX̂sibj
−4e00;0LX̂sjbi + 4e00;0biηj + 4e00;0bjηi − 6ei0LX̂bjs0
−6ei0LX̂s0bj + 8ei0LX̂sjβ − 10ei0LX̂βsj
−8ei0βηj + 6ei0bjη + 16eijLX̂s0β − 16eijβη
−6ej0LX̂bis0 − 6ej0LX̂s0bi + 8ej0LX̂siβ − 8ej0βηi
+6ej0biη + 4LX̂aijβt0 − 4LX̂e00;0bisj
−4LX̂e00;0bjsi + 8LX̂ei0βsj − 6LX̂ei0bjs0 + 16LX̂eijβs0










2si + 2LX̂βtiyj + 2LX̂βtjyi + 12LX̂biβq0j
+6LX̂biβqj0 − 8LX̂bibjq00 − 2LX̂bit0yj
+12LX̂bjβq0i + 6LX̂bjβqi0 − 8LX̂bjbiq00 − 2LX̂bjt0yi
−8LX̂q00bibj + 12LX̂q0iβbj + 12LX̂q0jβbi
+6LX̂qi0βbj + 6LX̂qj0βbi + 4LX̂sis0yj + 4LX̂sit0yj
+4LX̂sjs0yi + 4LX̂sjt0yi − 2LX̂t0biyj
−2LX̂t0bjyi + 4LX̂t0siyj + 4LX̂t0sjyi + 2LX̂tjβyi
+2LX̂tjβyj + 2LX̂yiβtj − 2LX̂yibjt0
+4LX̂yis0sj + 4LX̂yisjt0 + 2LX̂yjβti − 2LX̂yjbit0
+4LX̂yjs0si + 4LX̂yjsit0 − 8LX̂t0βbibj
+12LX̂t0βbisj + 12LX̂t0βbjsi + 6LX̂s0βbisj
+6LX̂s0βbjsi − 16LX̂s0bibjs0 + 18LX̂siβbjs0
+12LX̂siβbjt0 + 18LX̂sjβbis0 + 12LX̂sjβbit0
+8LX̂βbisjt0 + 8LX̂βbjsit0 − 8LX̂biβbjt0
+18LX̂biβs0sj + 12LX̂biβsjt0 − 8LX̂bjβbit0





2 + 4aijLX̂q00 − 2e00;0LX̂eij
−2ei0;0LX̂bj − 2eijLX̂e00;0 − 2ej0;0LX̂bi
+4LX̂aijq00 − 2LX̂ei0;0bj − 10eij;0LX̂β + 5t00qij + 5t00qji
+8LX̂eij;0β − 2LX̂ej0;0bi + 4LX̂q0iyj
+4LX̂q0jyi + 4LX̂yiq0j + 4LX̂yjq0i
+24LX̂ββbitj + 24LX̂ββbjti + 60LX̂ββsisj
−72LX̂βbibjt0 − 44LX̂βbis0sj − 44LX̂βbjs0si
−4LX̂ei0ej0 − 4LX̂ej0ei0
A9 = 4LX̂t0bjsi − 8LX̂tiβbj − 6LX̂tjβbi + 2LX̂tjβbj
−6LX̂biβtj + 12LX̂βbitj + 12LX̂βbjti
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+20LX̂βsisj + 6LX̂bis0sj + 4LX̂bisjt0 − 6LX̂bjβti
+6LX̂bjs0si + 4LX̂bjsit0 + 2LX̂s0bisj
+2LX̂s0bjsi − 16LX̂siβsj + 6LX̂sibjs0 + 4LX̂sibjt0
−16LX̂sjβsi + 6LX̂sjbis0 + 4LX̂sjbit0
+4LX̂t0bisj + 2LX̂ej0si + 2ej0LX̂si + 4LX̂eijs0
+4eijLX̂s0 + 2LX̂ei0sj + 2ei0LX̂sj − 4eijη
−2ej0ηi + 4LX̂biq0j + 2LX̂biqj0 + 4LX̂bjq0i
+2LX̂bjqi0 + 4LX̂q0ibj + 4LX̂q0jbi + 2LX̂qi0bj
−8LX̂qijβ + 2LX̂qj0bi − 8LX̂qjiβ + 10LX̂βqij
+10LX̂βqji − 2ei0ηj + 2LX̂eij;0
A10 = −2(LX̂bitj + LX̂bjti + 2LX̂sisj + 2LX̂sjsi
+LX̂tibj + LX̂tjbi + LX̂qij + LX̂qji).
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